Regency’s Rapid Growth and Expansion Continues
Pet aftercare service provider expands with three new partnerships across the Midwest
Baltimore, MD January 12, 2020 - Regency Pet LLC announces today its new partnership with Hinsdale
Pet Memorial Services, the premier pet aftercare services provider in the Midwest. This expansion
includes Hinsdale Animal Cemetery and Pet Crematory in Willowbrook, Illinois, Rolling Acres Memorial
Gardens in Kansas City, Missouri and Loving Hearts Pet Memorial Services in Eureka, Missouri. Regency
continues to expand its service delivery across the United States, with providers in the Northeast, South,
Midwest and Western United States.
“We are thrilled to begin our presence in the Midwest. The Remkus family has built a premium
brand and our combined portfolio includes some of the most reputable pet crematories and
cemeteries in the United States,” stated Scott Buttz, President and Chief Operating Officer at
Regency. “Our new partnership with Hinsdale Pet Memorial Services has advanced our vision in
becoming the nation’s leading pet aftercare services provider, known for bringing together the
most highly-respected family-owned business and supporting them with Regency’s focus on
innovation and compassionate care consistently across the country.”
Formal transitions are underway and veterinary partners and pet owners can expect an update from the
Regency team this month. The Remkus family will continue to be involved in the day-to-day operations
to ensure a smooth and seamless transition of this new partnership in the immediate future. The
company is also excited to announce Jon, David and Kari Remkus will be assuming long-term senior
positions with Regency. The team will advance expansion and build a premium national pet aftercare
business dedicated to serving pet families, independent veterinary practices, as well as regional and
national veterinary practice groups from coast to coast. As long-standing leaders in the industry, the
Remkus family was responsible for the 2001 Companion Animal Creation Act and actively involved in
legislation to continue to advocate for deceased pets and their owners.
“Pets are family,” said Jon Remkus. “For nearly a century our family has provided pet parents a
sense of peace in an incredibly difficult time. It was important to me and my siblings, David and
Kari, that we partner with an operation that share the same values and commitment to
transparency that Hinsdale has for generations.”
For more information about Regency’s growth and expansion, visit www.regencyfamily.com.
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About Regency Pet LLC
Regency is the leading pet aftercare services provider in the United States. Serving pet families and
partnering with veterinarians across the country, the Company provides continuity of compassionate
care through unparalleled service, transparency, and technology. Regency has expanded rapidly into
new markets, advanced total service delivery through certified industry leading operators and continues
to innovate in order to provide the best services, value and care to families at their time of need.
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